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SOCIAL REVOLUTION IN LATIN AMERICA
TI-IE ROLE OF U NITED STATES P OLICY

Rob e rt Fre e man Smith
AN the present govern ment s of Lat in Am erica promote economic
development a nd at the sa me time provide the kind of reforms
which will substa ntially im prove th e livelih ood o [ the masses?
Econom ic developmen t per se will not necessari ly hare a positive cftcct
on the condition of many people in the: lowe r cb sscs , especially in the
rural arcas.1 E conom ic growt h is often stressed as something of a cureall fo r undetdcveloped coun tries, but th e mcciw11i sms for the d istr ibu tion
of the fruits of developmen t (which are ground ed in the local social
and economic systems) arc j ust as important.
Every developing society has had to in stitute some kind of reform
to insure some degree (albeit minimal in some countries) of d istribution,
but the reforms needed by most Latin American countries to insure
adequa te distributi on are often difficult to obtain. The socio-economic
groups which hold politi cal power are often reluct ant to modify the
prevailing pattern of d istrib ut io n beca use th is would lead to some
economic loss and eventually to som e change, in the soci al system. The
basic q uestion here is, will these groups voluntarily initiate bas ic reform s
which will ultimately lead to such changes or will the socio-economi c
system have to be changed as a pre-conditi on for reform? The latter
-course will mean revolution involving some degree of violence antl som e
forcibl e change in the prevailing economic system.

C

*
*
*
As part of its policy of hemispheric hegemony th e United States has
taken a deep interest in these problems , but our attitud e towards them
has been ambivalent. On the one hand we ha ve tried to find ways of
guiding socio -economic change but on the other we have been anxious
to preserve as large a measure as poss ible of private enterprise c::ipitalism
and republican governm ent. 2 The original concept of the Allian ce for
1
2

Mancur Olsen, Jr., 'Rapid Economic Growth as a D cscab ilizing Force ', Th e Jo11m a!
of Economic History , XX/II (Dccemb.: r 1963), pp. 536--539.
The term • democr:i cy ' is med much too loosely in rega rd to the situ at io n in m:, n,·
Latin American countries sin ce large nu mber; of pcopk play no role in th e pc1 liti..:,;1
process. 1l1e term ' republica n ' is more prcci,<c> bcca u,e it connotes the exist en ce of
representative institutions, multipk po litical p'.lrtics , and constitutiona l rul es for th e
pol itical process. These inst itu tional factors invoh·c \'a~y in g degrees of aut horitarianism and arc closely rcbtcd to th.: prc,·a ilin g so,:io-~cono rn ic system. An excellent
an alysis of the situation in one country is, Frederick R. Pike, Chill' and th e Ui;itcd
States, 1880-1962 (Not re Dame, Ind iana: U nive rsity of Notre D ame Press. 1963),
pp. 284-296. Rc\·iewcd in !ntl'ma:inna! A[jairs, July 1964, p. 574.
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Progre~s was pred ica ted on the assumption that social change and
im pro\'e ment in li vi~g condit ions could take place gradually and without
violent uphea val, a nd th at the res ul ts of such change would not affect
the hemispheric pos it ion of the Unit ecl St a tes. But, is the first assumption
valid for e\·cry La tin i\ mc ric:rn cou ntry and, secondly, a re violent social
cha nges basically anti the tical to the p os ition of the United States?
s ~nat or J. Will ia m Fulbri ght p ointed to these problems in his 'Old
Myth s and New R ealit ies ' speech . The Senator di sc ussed the Alliance
for P rogress a nd the hopes for • pea ceful and orderly reform', but went
on to warn:
At the sa me time, we must be und er no illusions as to the extreme difficulty of uprooting long-established ruling oliga rchies without disruptions
involving lesser or grea ter degrees of violence. The historical odds are
probably aga inst the prospects fo r peaceful social revolutions. _
[Prospects for peaceful change seem bright in several countries.] In
other Latin America n countries, the power of ruling oligarchies is so
solidly established and their ignorance so great that there seems little
prospect of accomplishing economic growth or social reform by means
short of the forcible overthrow of established authorities.•
After all the glowing speeches and majestic moralising about the
absolute necessity for peaceful change, this blunt statement sounds like
heresy of the rankest order. Yet, the Senator has dared to face the
ha rsh reality that in at least some Latin American countries basic reforms
which will affect the lives of people in the near future rather than in one
or two gen erations cannot be realised within the existing structures of the
social order.
In such countries the propertied groups will not make the economic
sacrifices which are required if a less than affluent society is to provide
education, hou sing, medical care and jobs for its people. Those who
have capital, either invested or held as savings, are often unwilling to
take a short-term cut in profits and personal affluence, or to invest under
conditions which do not promise an immediate return. In all too many
cases these groups will not even invest enough capital in the basic
industries needed to provide mass employment and increased purchasing
power.
In short, these possessors of capital are unwilling to sacrifice for the
immediate good of the total community.• Instead, they cite the classical
' iron law of scarcity' to justify their opposition to any real modification
a Speech of March 25, 1964; Congressio11al Record, 88th Cong., 2nd Sess., Vol. 110,

No. 56, pp. 6032--0033.
• Albert Lauterbach, • Government and Development: Managerial Attitudes in Latin
America', Journal of Inter-American Studies Yll (April 1965), pp. 208-211 , 214-216;
Pike, op. cit., pp. 274-275, 281-282 ; Romulo Betancourt, The D em ocratic R evolution,
The Brien M cMahon Lecture, The University of Connecticut, April 22, 1965, pp. 6
and 8. Lauterbach notes that in several countries th ese att itudes may be ch anging
(Mexico and Venezuela).
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of the ' trickle-down' system of distribution. This provides a neat
rationalisation for the often grossly inequitable distribution of wealth in
Latin America and the fact that under the prevailing system the ' trickle '
can be held to a bare minimum. Thus, the masses· are expected to make
the sacrifices and suffer the deprivations without any guarantee that the
prevailing system will ever allow a sufficient distribution of the fruits of
development substantially to alter their condition.
The efiects of these conditions can be seen in the recent history of
various Latin American countries. Several governments have embarked
upon a programme of reform, but, when these programmes threatened to
move beyond a minimal tinkering with the system, cries of protest have
arisen from the business and landowning sectors. Programmes of
practical reform in taxation, land di stribution, and in areas which
promise some immediate benefits for the lower classes-rent controls,
cheap housing, mass education, public health facilities-have generally
had this effect.
A particular and widespread ground for protest has been that such
measures create a bad climate for business. In 1961 the editors of
Business Week magazine attacked the proposed Alliance for Progress on
this basis. As the editors put it:
Another disquieting prospect is the adverse impact on private investment
that can. be expected from the Administra tion's policy of actively
sponsoring social reform in the emerging nations. . . . Social refom1,
if pushed too fast, is sure to lead to higher tax rates and wage rates, and
often to outright har:issment of business. . . . If social reform is
pushed to the point where it increases consumption at the expense of
savings and investment, it could hamper economic growth rather than
promote it.~
This attitude on the part of business, both outside and inside Latin
America, has led to economic retaliation designed substantially to halt
reform . . Disinvestment, the flight of capital, and restriction on new
investment has characterised the slowing down of -business activity. in the
face of supposed threats to profits. In the case of El Salvador a recent
analysis sta.t ed: ·
·
Ironically, these conditions [reduced busi ness activity] have been most
evident in countries where the trend toward peaceful co11stit11tional
change has been most discernible [Italics mine]. . . . The failure of the
new government [1 962] to repeal prom ptly the drastic reform measures
on ta xation and land tenure passed by the prcccdin 6 revolutionary junta
caused widespread discontent and unpara llded capital flight as well as
bringing the cedula market to a standstill."
·
~
6

• A Program that Tries to Reach too Far', Business Week (July 15, 1961), p. 128.
Frank M . Tam agna and Gregory n. \Volfe, • A Financial System for · Economic
Developme nt: Problems and Prospec ts in Central America ', Journal of /111 erAmericn11 Studies , VI (O ctobe r 1954), p. 472 .
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E xpropriation of private property has rarely been a specific issue in
these reform programmes. Rather, the cry of ' bad climate for business '
has meant an unwillingness to accept any restriction of immediate gain
or standard of living. Such an attitude has been based on short-run
.c onsiderations and has ignored the real possibility that effective and
immediate reforms could in the long run be very helpful to business.
Reforms 'create' a bad business climate only because businessmen
refuse to take a long-range view of their interests and decide that if they
cannot have certain gua rantees of what they consider to be adequate
gains in the immediate future then they will take their marbles out of
the game. In the last analysis bad business conditions have been created
by the businessmen themselves when they could no longer dictate most
of the rules of the game of distribution.1
This kind of cconon1ic sabotage has placed many Latin American
governments in a real predicament. Some administrations have retreated
under such pressure. Others have been deposed while struggling to
enact reforms within the existing socio-economic system. In the last
five years the military has intervened to change the governments in
Argentina, Peru, Ecuador, the Dominican Republic, Honduras, Guatemala and Brazil. In each instance the business community generally
supported the action of the military, and in most of these cases it played
an active role in the movement to topple the government. The need for
reform is so apparent, however, that the present governments of Peru,
Ecuador, and Brazil arc again formulating reform programmes. These
are running into the same obstacles which confronted previous programmes, and which face the reform attempts of Colombia, Chile, and
E l Salvador. 8 Within the last few months President Fernando Delaunde
T erry of Peru has had to plead with domestic investors not to undermine
the economy in the face of reform, and the reform-minded Colombian
General Alberto Ruiz Novoa bluntly informed the busines~men of his
country that they too must sacrifice for peaceful reform and development.
Lauterbach, op. cit. ; pp. 214---223; the author states: ' Rationalization of private
interests into national necessities is even more frequent in Latin America than in
Europe or North America ' (p. 223).
s The llispanic-American Report provides much background material for the various
military coups. Sidney Lens, • Tinder Box in the Domi,1ican Republic ', The Progressive (September 1963), pp. 35- 38; Sidney Lens, • Road-blocks to Reform in Latin
America', ibid. (November 1963), pp. 18-22; Philip Sickman, 'When Executives
Turned Revolutionaries ', Fori1111e (September 1964), p. 147 (this is a detailed descriPtion of how the businessmen of Sao Pau p annc and engineered the 1964 coup);
'Right Turn in Brazil', Bruincss Week (June 13, 1964), p. 31 (discusses the renewed
opposition to the moderate reforms proposed by M arshal Castillo Branco); Alvin
Cohen, • Economic D e"elopment and the Dispbccmcnt of the Peruvian Elite ', paper
presented to the ann ual meeting of the American ,\ ssociation for the Advancement of
Science, Institute of So.:i:il and Behavioral Sciences (Montreal, Canada, December
l ~S.1); 'Ilcn<lurns : One :Gnd of Freedom', Newsweek (Februarv 22, 1965), p, 48;
The New Y vrk Times (December 20, 1964), for Chile.
1
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The General has since been deposed from the post of War Minister as a
result of pressure from those groups which fear ·basic ·reform. 9

•

•

•

Cuba and the Dominican Republic provide two good examples of
business and landowner opposition to substantial reform and of the
consequences which such opposition produces. These examples rnise
fundamental questions concerning the possi,bility of achieving refo1m in
som.e Latin American countries by peaceful means carried out through
some form of republican government.
During at least the first five months of 1959 the Cuban Government
was run by men who were definitely not Commun'ists; many of them
could not even be described as Socialists.10 Yet, almost every reform
enacted by this government stirred up active opposition on the part of
both Cuban and American property owners. Wealthy Cubans instituted
an investment boycott, and by the end of March 1959 private construction had virtually stopped. Foreign capital investment also declined
about $25 m. during the first half of the year. While trying to implement
reforms, the Cuban Government was faced with rising unemployment
(largely the result of the investment ·boycott), a depleted treasury, a $50 m.
budget deficit inherited from Batista, and a sharp decline in the price of
sugar. By June, political conservatives were organising to 'rollback' the
revolution, and counter-revolutionary violence was under way. This
situation was further complicated by the demand of the United
States Government for ' prompt and effective' compensation for any
expropriated property belonging to U.S. citizens.
In effect, the Cuban upper-class and business groups declared that
there could ,be no basic revolution within the framework of th~ existing
economic system-at least as they defined the system. A writer for
Fo~tune magazine flatly stated that Castro had alienated private sources
of capital and that as a result his government was doomed. According to
this author-who reflected the sentiments of business in Cuba-Castro
had only three choices : to reverse the Revolution and return to ' orthodox' economics, to be overthrown by a counter-revolution, or to plunge
into ·, out-and-out Communism'. In other word$, there was no middle
ground between orthodox Capitalism and Communism.11
Given this kind of 'either-or' opposition and the strong determination of the revolqtionary leadership to effect some kind of radical reform,
• CIF Reports (Cuernavaca, Mexico), September 16, 1964; for the Colombian situ,Hion
where the Congress has blocked the President's economic ,programme for more than
six months, sec The New York Times (April 12, 1964; January 29, 1965i June 27,
1%5).
10 • Boo! for Botclleros ', Fort1111e (March 1959), p. 76; this editorial praising Rufo
L6pcz Frcsquet-the Cuban Finance Minister-tells about the team of busincssmM
which he had picked to help him run the ministry • like General l\fotors '.
11 Freeman Lincoln, • What has Happened to Cub:m Business? ' Fortune (&-ptcmbcr
1959), pp. 110-111.
,
" .
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there was only one direction in which the Revolution could move ano
still survive. From mid-1959 on Castro began to build a mass movem ent
and to move towards a 'single-group' society. In the process the old
power structure was completely deposed, and the socio-economic system
was re-structured. Today it is apparent that if it were not for a rigoro us
foreign opposition the Revolution would have an excellent chance of
survival, and even if the Castro Government should fall many of the
changes of the past six years could not now be undone. 12
In the Dominican Republic, President Juan Bosch took office ea rly
in 1963 after receiving the votes of 64 per cent of the electorate. Durin g
the next few months he tri ed to implement a reform programme by
democratic means. Tl"].C President did not attempt to create a mass
movement or to depose the old power structure. Instead he appealed to
all citizens to assist in the renovation of the social order. As soon as the
reform programme ,b egan to materialise, however, opposition fro m
business and other property interests bec:imc apparent. Reforms in the
areas of landholding (primarily a question of di stribution of the lands
formerly held by Trujillo), taxation and churc!1-state relations provokcd
a steady stream of charges that Bosch was soft on Communism.
Businessmen argued that a law providing fo r the confiscation of the
hidden assets of the Trujillos was really aimed at them, and landowners
tied up the land refonn programme in a web of litigation over preTrujillo titles. The Roman Catholic church ncvc:r adjusted itself to the
separat ion of church .and state clause of the 1963 Constitution.
The military reflected these sentiments, and added some charges of
their own . A U.S. Senator had remarked, after watching the military
re view a t Pres ident Bosch's inauguration in Feb ruary, that if the President cou ld ha v.:: marched the parade off the end of a pier 'half his
tro ubles would be over'. 13 However, the Presiden t did little to trim the
powers of the military and, in spite of ,·arious concessions to them, that
grc up tock the lead in plotting h is overthrow. In September 1963, the
blow fo ll and Bosch him self was marched off the pier into exile. This
action of the mil itary was gene rally supr.,orted by business, the church,
:ind other conservatives.
A student leader pin po inted the implications of these develo·pments
when he stated: 'Bosch was giving the answer to Castro's claim that
there can be no revolution without Communism.' u The groups which
controlled Dom inican society took the same either-or position that their
12

13

H

For a more dctail ~d ~n:dysis of th is process sec R obe rt F. Smi th, ' Castro's Revolution: Its D omestic Sources and Consequences ' , in Bayless Manning (ed.) The Unired
S tates a11d Cu ba: L o11g-Ra11ge l'crspe<.:1ives (Washin gton, D .C. : Brookin gs Institutio n.
1965).
D on ald A. Allam, ' Santo Domi ngo : ·n1 e Empty Showcase ·, T he R epo rter (December
5, 196 3), p. 28.
Ibid. p. 31.
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count erpan s kid taken in Cuba, and in other countries. But Bosch was
too naively id ea li stic about democracy to fight ·back, and too sincerely
concerned about social change to eliminate the reform programme .
Wh en th e military struck the middle ground disappeared, as d id the
Bo~~h Governm en t.
As has been pointed out in se\'eral studies, the milit a ry tend s to
reflect the society of a country with its divi s ion s and tensions. Quit e
often the younger officers have bee n concerned with reform and have
bee n will inz to accept (and in some cases to lcacl the move men t for)
social change. The upper-echelons of the military hi erarchy generally
support the m ore conservative, propertied groups, and as long as the
old er officers can con trol th eir forces th e military will often ,b e used to
moderate, control, or eliminate reform dcvelopment s. 15 Howc\'c r, even
in cases where younger officers have taken co;1trol of the military forces
and ha\'c taken p::irt in reform movement s th e h istorica l ten dency has
been for such omce rs to mo ve to more conserva tive posi tion s after
attaining power.' 6

*

*

The B osch Administration had been regarded by U.S. officials as a
showcase of th e Alli:rncc for Progress and with its fall some of the
original concepts of th e Alliance suffered a serious blow. Social revolution, and a much more flexible approach to methods of distributing the
economic fruit s of development, were at least talked about in 1961-62.
The Dominican coup, coming as it did after several others of a similar
nature, seems to have st arted the final retreat from these earlier ideas.
The first stages of this retreat could already be seen by the sprin g of
1963. The report of the Clay Committee (Mr, rch 20, 196 3) was a major
attack on the idea of even a peaceful soci,i l revolution. This report
d emanded a full return to the ' t1:id:le do wn ' concept of distributi0n on
the part of countries receiving ll.S. aid . Its li st of' reforms' was largely
devoted to 'orthodox' economic practi ces such as monetary stability,
balanced budgets, eliminati on of subsiuies to government enterprises,
and stimulation of private capit:il investment. In other words, measures
to create a g0oll climate for bu siness, as defined by businessmen. The
1)

1t

The best studi es arc: Edwin L iL·uwcn, Arms and Politics in Latin America (New
York : J>rn,·r.,' r . 1961), nnd John J . John son , Th e Mili1ary and Society in Latin
Amcrirn (St :,n folll, Cnli f.: Stanford University Press. 1964) . Reviewed in International A[lai,s, Ap1 ii 196\ p . 38(,. These officers can decide that a measure of
refo rm is nc,·L",s~ry for stability. Co!'. cn (up . cit.) bdicves tha t this was the case in
P cm in J9{,2- Ci3 , and th at th e Grnnals we re re:idy for reform as long as such was not
un ch-r th ,· au , pic,·s of 11:tya <l e la Torre and th e APRA.
11 ,i~ c~ n he oh~nwd i11 the examples of Cub:i, Brazil and Bolivia in the 1930s and El
S~lv:i, lor in th r 1%0, . S,·c John D . Wirth , 'Tencntismo in the Brazilian Revolution
of 1930 ·, The /lis11,1nic A111<·,ica11 1/isrurical R cl'iew XUV (;.fay 1964), pp. 16 1-179;
l krllrr t S. Kh-in, 'lhvi,1 Toro :intl the E stablishment of "Military Socialism" in
]l() Jivi:1 ', //,id. XLV (Fdyruary 1965), pp. 25-,52.
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last item on the list was a reference to measures for the better utilisation
of land to- among other things-' increase income on the lower levels of
society'. The committee's basic position was that Latin America had an
' either-or' choice to make:
Latin America must be encouraged to see its essential choice between
totalitarian, inefficient, state-controlled economies and societies on the
one hand and an economically and politically freer system on the other,
realizing that a society must begin to accumulate wealth before it can
provide an improved standard of living for its members.17

This viewpoint, eliminating a middle ground between U .S. style
capitalism and a completely statist economy (which some insist can only
be Communist), became one of the major themes of U.S. Government
publications on this subject in 1964-being often stated explicitly as a
policy of identifying democracy and freedom with private enterprise and
orthodox patterns of distribution. As the Subcommittee on I1_1terAmerican Economic Rclat.ionships of the Joint Economic Committee
(U.S. Congress) reported in May 1964, the phrase in the Charter of
Punta del Este about 'free men working within a framework of democratic institutions', was to be construed as follows: 'Properly understood, no stronger or more explicit declaration in support of the system
of ,private enterprise, private investment, and free choice could have
been made.' As the committee went on to say, one of the basic freedoms
is ' the freedom of one's choice at the supermarket'. 18
Not all State Department officials are in agreement with this more
rigid line. There is certainly some conflict within the State Department
and the _Congress, but the trend since 1963 has been towards a much more
conservative position. John Moors Cabot- formerly Assistant Secretary
of State for Inter-American Affairs-went to the heart of this conflict in
a speech given in November 1963: 'Whereas our policy seeks to
promote reform and social justice in Latin America, the need to protect
our large economic stake inevitably injects a conservative note into our
policies.' 111 ·
Thus, the overall attitude of the U.S. Government has moved with,
and reinforces, the attitudes of the conservative elements in Latin
America. Support for reform will contmue to be proclaimed, but only if
The Committee to Strengthen the Security of the Free World, The Scope and Dist;lbution of United States Military and Economic Assistance Programs (Washington,
D.C.: Department of State. 1963), p. 13.
1a Subcommittee on Inter-American Economic Relationships (U.S. Congress), Private
In vestment in Latin America (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office. 1964),
p. 6. See also, Agency for Interna'.ional Development, Private Enterprise in International Deve/opme11t (Washington, D .C.: Department of State. 1963).
19 Tire N ew York T imes (November 7, 1963). Teodoro Moscoso, the first co-ordinator
of the Alliance, has charged that the U.S. Government has foreotten the political
meaning of the Latin American revolution, and has been too lenient in supporting
coups which"wipe out all expectations for popular participation in economic development; The New York Times (February 18, 1965).

1;
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it is ·minimal enough not to upset 1business groups by a threatened
alteration of the pattern of distribution.
In 1961, the editors of Business Week elaborated a programme of
development for Latin America which basically stressed a businessoriented policy of very gradual change built around private investments.
The editors noted the problems involved in this approach and declared:
Such a programme would not match popubr demands in Latin America,
nor views of th e average student or intellectual there. But it would be
generally supported by business in Latin America, and by many government officials.
To be sure, it might not save every Latin American nation from
Communist-sponsored revolution, nor spare the U.S. the painful task of
intervening agai nst such a revolution. 20

*

*

*

The aborted revolution in the Dominican Republic this year b egan
as a classic golpe de estado on the part of the senior military officers.
Ironically, some of the civilians who had supported the military ouster of
Juan Bosch discovered that military despotism can be a two-edged
sword. During the latter pa rt of 1964, these civilians -became increasingly
upset over the corruption and interference in the economy by the senior
officers. Donald Reid Cabral's attempts to regulate these activities
triggered the golpe. Once underway, however, it quickly became apparent that the officer corps (especially in the army) had differing objectives.
A group of younger officers Jed by Colonel Francisco Caamano Deno
turned the uprising into a broader movement to remove the older officers,
res.t ore the Con stitution of 1963, and open the ,vay for the return of
Bosch to tl1e presidency.
At this point civilians were given arms and the movement began to
assume a revolutionary character. The significant point here is that
the loyalists (or rebels as they arc called by the U.S.) were trying by
force to change certain aspects of the social structure by removing one
of the most powerful groups which had blocked reform in the past.
The United States Government then bega n its military intervention.
The initial reason given for it, that it was lo protect lives and property,
was prolnbly correct, but it developed rapidly into an intervention to
stop a revolution in the making. U.S. officials have repeatedly cited the
example of the Cuban Revolution as justification fqr these actions. In a
sense they are right because a revolution which threatens social and
economic change does tend to move to the Left.
In the past, when a revolution moved beyond a certain und efi ned
point of socio-economic change, usually when it significantly challenged
the prevailing distribution system and priv::itc enterprise, the United
20

'Keeping Out th e Reds by Revolution' (July 15, 196 1), p. GS.
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States has tried to use pressure to force it back into more orthodox
channels. 21 But since the mid-1950s revolutionaries have been able to
get support from the Soviet bloc, and this has usually meant that U.S.
pressure has led the revolutionaries to accept some form of accommodation with this bloc. This is especially true in areas where the U.S. has a
large stake in the status quo, and where any movement for change has
anti-US. overtones. This was. the lesson of Cuba, and U.S. officials were
afraid of a repeat performance in the Dominican Republic. They therefore adopted a counter-revolutionary policy and aborted the revolution
before it gained control of the country.
The implication of the Dominican intervention is that ,the U.S. will
resort to large-scale military operations to prevent the consolidation of
a revolution in the Caribbean area, and perhaps in other parts of Latin
America as well. It now seems clear that the U.S. Government believes
that revolutions, with their challenge to existing systems, must inevitably
become hostile to _the U.S. position in the hemisphere. In effect, the
significance of the Dominican intervention is that it amounts to an open
confession that major U.S. policy makers not only do not understand the
causes, functions, and internal workings of revolution, but that they have
given up ·any attempt to achieve such understanding. Therefore, the
policy line is to 'strangle in the cradle' rather than learn how to adjust
to the problems posed by revolutions. Admittedly it is a simple way to
get rid of a noisy infant, and requires little besid_es- the possession of
superior strength, the determination to use it, and the ability to
rationalise the possible future consequences.
Of course the U.S. would like the OAS to perform this function, and
the composition of the OAS force in the Dom inican Republic is another
indication of the conservative, anti-revolutionary nature of this policy.
With the exception of a police contingent from Costa Rica, the other
troops have come from countries which have either recently experienced
conservative, military coups or which are police states in their own
right (Brazil, Honduras, Paraguay and Nicaragua).
The U.S. would probably accept a mildly reformist government in
the Dominican Republic, with a 'middle-of-the-road ' leadership which
did not threaten to alter the social structure or propose socialistic
schemes. The problem here is that the groups which have always
opposed substantial reform would still be in positions of power, and the
new government would ~ace the basic dilemma of coping with the
aroused aspirations of the populace and at the same time keeping reform
21

Sec Robert F . Smith, 'The United States and Latin American Rernlutions ', Journal
of lnter-American Studies, IV (January 1962), pp. 89- 104. Thomas Mann (one of
J ohnson's principal advisers on Lati n America) has stated that the only means for
solid understanding in the hemisphere is for the l.~tin Americans to b~licvc that their
interests arc basically the same as those of the U .S.; Tim e (January 31, 1964), p. 18.
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mild and ineffective enough to avoid imitating the groups which could
engineer another golpc.
In the short run the United States has accomplished its aims, but
when the lid blows ofi the next time there will probably be many more
Dominicans who have become convinced that Communism is the only
answer to their problems. 22 Considering the social, economic, and political problems of the Dominican Republic it seems doubtful that substantial reform can be achieved through peacefu( gradual means .

•

•

•

Peaceful methods under the auspices of republican form s of government will not produce effective socio-economic change in every Latin
American country. This is partly due to a mixture of cultural tradition s
with social and economic conditions which have developed over a period
of several hundred years.
Commenting on Latin American conditions in the 19th century, Lord
Acton wrote :
Where society is constituted without equality of condition or unity of
race, where there are different classes and national varieties, they require
a protector in a form of government which shall be distinct from, and
superior to, every class, and not the instrument of one of them . . . .
But the Tyranny of republics is greatest when differences of races are
combined with distinctions of class.23
Acton's observations still hold true for some Latin American countries: especially, in my view, for Guatemala, Nicaragua, Honduras,
Colombia, Ecuador and possibly Peru. In some of these countries
republican government is largely a fac;ade because a small minority c.f
the population has the effective economic and political power. In others
the attempt to maintain some republican institutions and practices
results in inefficiency and lack of action (Colombia in mid-1965 was an
excellent example of this). In both cases the results are pretty much
the same and little is done to solve the probleim of the masses . Thus,
for some countries it may be irrelevant to talk about reform under
republican government (or democracy). If the traditional elites do not
sponsor effective reform there is a real possibility that new elites will
22
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Material on the recent events in the Dominican Republic has been obtained from
The New York Times and the Providence El'e11i11g Bulletin (Providen ce, Rhode
Island); also from several articles, Theodore Draper, 'The Roots of the Dominican
Crisis' The New Leader (May 24, 1965), pp. J-18; Juan Bosch, 'A Tale of Two
Nation;', Ibid. (June 21, 1965), pp. J-7 ; and Howard J . Wiar<la, 'TI1e Businessmen
who dumped Bosch have Reason to Regret It: Trujilloism without Trujillo ', The
New Republic (September 19, 1964), p. 5.
Quoted in S. Paul Kramer, 'Lord Acton and Latin America ', Jouma / of InterAmerican Studies, V (January 1963), p. 41.
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take charge and b uild upon the authoritarian aspects of the political
tradition. 24
Some of these co untri es ',vill continue as long as they can with the
prevai ling pattern as they go through the motions of both republican
governmen t a nd reform. Ily threatening to wreck the economy of the
country if short-run profit s are curtai led , their capitalist groups will try
to insure th at such reform does not really alter the status quo. Some
economis ts will continu e to obscure the basic issues by dealing only in
sacred words and doct rin es such as sound monetary policy, gross national
prod uct, average an nual in come, and input-output ratios. But as one
wise being once wro te, ' Specifi c people do not consume gross statistics
in the long-nm, they cat every day'.
O ne of the more a ble students of Latin A merican economics has
wri tten :
Unless the elite be dedicated to the process of fund a mental structu ral
change, it can be expected to be more concerned with the appearauce of
change rather than with real change. Over time, however, this becomes
more difficult particularly if one assumes a rising difference between
what the mass considers a 'just' rate of change and the mass perceives
to be the actual rate. . . . This rising difference between the perceived
and the 'just' rate could lead to the formation of a revolutionary group
and enhance the probability that it eventually displace the traditional ists.2l

The policy makers of the U.S., however, have not heeded the warning
of Senator Fulbright; they have not developed an open, positive approach
to socia 1 revolution. Recent events seem to indicate that many U.S.
officials have not as yet learned a piece of simple wisdom expressed
many years ago by Mr. Dooley:
'Ye can't be a rivolutionist in a silk hat an' a long coat. Riv'Iution is
wurruk f'r th' shirtsleeves. A riv'lution can't be bound be th' rules iv th'
game because it's again' th' rules iv th' game '. 26

Must such revolutions be automatically construed as hostiiity to
the United States? The answe r would seem to be, only if the United
States so worships the 'rules', such as the economic concepts of
One of the best analyses of the peculiar authoritarianism of the Latin American
political trad ition is Richard M. Morse, 'The Heritage of Latin America ', in Louis
Hartz (ed .), T he Founding of New Societies: Studies in the History of the United
States Latin America, South Africa, Canada and Australia (New York: Harcourt,
Brace' & World, 1964), pp. 123-177. See al so: Fran9ois Chevalier, 'The Roots of
Personalismo ', in Hugh M . Hamill, Jr. (ed.), Dictatorship in Spanish America (New
York: Alfred A. Knopf. 1965), pp. 35-51. Frank Brandenburg, The Making of
Modem Mexico (Englewood Clifis., N.J. : Prentice-Hall. 1964), pp. 162-165, 341344; Charles C. Cumberland, ' Revol utions in Latin America', The Centennial Review
(Summer, 1962), pp. 292- 296. (This article emphasises the authoritarian potentiality
in monoculture economies subjected to sharp fluctuations.)
2s Cohen, op. cit.
.
20 Finley Peter Dunne, Dissertations by Mr. Dooley (New York: Harper & Brothers.
1906), p. 130.
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business and the legal framework of capitalism, that any rule breaker is
consigned forthwith to the Communist camp and then attacked. The
editors of Business Week have advocated such a policy and the Clay
Committee followed much the same line. 21 Senator Fulbright, on the
other hand, has advocated a very flexible policy toward social revolution
which conceivably could tolerate a broad spectrum of radical reforms.
Yet the hard-line approach has become predominant in Washington, and
this poses serious questions regarding the future military involvement of
the U.S. in Latin America. Such tactics are becoming increasingly
expensive both in terms of money and manpower. The Dominican intervention of 1916 was carried out with 1,600 marines; in 1965 the U.S.
sent over 20,000 troops to the same country. Will the next step be a
return to formal protectorates and puppet governm~nts?
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